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WiFi Light Switch NEO NAS-SC02WE Dual
Want to control the lights in your home with ease? The NEO Wi-Fi light switch can help you do just that! You can control it via a 2.4GHz
network  or  traditionally,  with  touch.  What's  more,  thanks  to  a  dedicated app,  you'll  be  able  to  turn  on or  off  the light  in  the selected
room, even when you're away from home. Made of tempered glass, it shows high scratch resistance, and is also fireproof and waterproof.
 
Smart light
The WiFi light switch from NEO is an innovative solution that you can operate by touch or wirelessly using a 2.4GHz Wi-Fi connection. It
works both during the day and night. But fear not, it will not negatively affect the quality of sleep of the household members. At night, a
special LED backlight indicates which switch is active (pink light) or inactive (blue light). NEO smart light is a smart and convenient way
to control lighting in the modern home.
 
Fast and safe operation
The NEO sensor will give you fast and safe operation. You'll connect to it via a 2.4GHz Wi-Fi network, which guarantees a more stable,
faster and convenient operation. Thus, you can easily control your device with your phone. What's more, the panel exhibits IP66 water
resistance, so you can install the switch even in the bathroom without any problems. 
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Easy installation
Afraid of a difficult and lengthy installation? With NEO devices you are not! The whole process is very fast and simple. Just three steps
are enough to connect  to  the switch.  First,  connect  to  a Wi-Fi  network,  then download the app and add the device.  What's  more,  the
switch shows low power consumption. That's all to enhance the user experience.
 
Long and comfortable operation
The NEO light  switch is  a  combination of  safety and user  comfort.  For  added protection,  it  was created with tempered glass,  which is
fireproof  and,  moreover,  shows  scratch  and  moisture  resistance.  It  supports  platforms  such  as  Tuya  Smart,  Amazon  Alexa,  Google
Assisstant and Tmall Genie, making it even easier and more enjoyable to use. 
 
More possibilities
The WiFi light switch from NEO offers many features, giving users more control over the lighting in their home. Using a dedicated app,
you can control the switch and monitor its status. Collaboration with other devices and sensors allows you to create smart scenes and
schedules, making your home even more functional. In addition, thanks to remote control, you can turn off the lights via the app, even
when you are away from home, which contributes to energy savings.
 
	Producer 
	NEO
	Model 
	NAS-SC02WE
	Rated voltage 
	AC 85-250 V, 50/60 Hz
	Number of channels 
	2
	Maximum current
	max. 5 A (1 output)
	Wireless connection 
	2.4 GHz
	Wireless distance 
	up to 40 m
	Working temperature 
	0°C~40°C
	Working humidity 
	0%~90%
	Material 
	Tempered glass 
	Protection 
	IP66, fireproof, scratch resistant
	Dimensions 
	86 × 86 × 34 mm
	
	

Preço:

Antes: € 16.4943

Agora: € 14.00
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Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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